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it is now the turn of the newcomers to shine. so far the first episode has been the best.
unquestionably so. the transition has been seamless. the chemistry is spot on. vocal effects are the
best part of the song. ace and peterthey are really pushing the envelope. they are a bit more subtle
than in the first episode, but theyre still out there. the new crowd is loving the action. theres a big
difference between the first episode and the rest. i think its mostly down to the choice of material.

the first episode was all old ace and peter material. the second and third episode were all paul
stanley. while they were good, they werent as strong as the previous three episodes. the new

episodes are some of the best theyve ever done. for example, the first song is just simply a great
song. its got huge harmonies, and great instrumental interplay. this is my favourite kiss song since
happiness is a warm gun. i love the guitar solo and the fact that it doesnt just come straight out of

the album and we hear bruce come back to play a solo. its very cool, and the chemistry between the
new boys is great. i know weve heard the old line a million times, but i still cant get over how theyre
able to sound so much like peter. its not just a re-imagining of peter, its a direct copy. so far the new

guys have been in the right place at the right time. theyve been able to create the right songs for
them, and the timing has been spot on. the songs are in the right place. thats all weve really got to

say. theyre great, the production is awesome, and the chemistry is spot on. we cant wait to see what
they do next. to quote the original ace, its a show we have to see.
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all i can say is wow. the first episode was funny and interesting. it's still funny as hell but it just
keeps getting better and better. i can't wait for the next episode. it's going to be the best ever. i just

finished watching the first episode of kiss x sis. it was really funny. i do not understand why this
show is not on live. every time i watch it it gets funnier. i think it will be in for some good tv time.

there were a few things that i did not understand but i did not care. i like the music, and the way it is
presented. i would love to see it on live. i hope it does well for you. keep it up! can't wait to see the
next episode of kiss x sis. it's so much better than the first episode. i think i like it better than that
"new" american idol. well, the new american idol has been better than the original american idol.

that new american idol show is just so silly and i can't stand it. it's so bad i hate it! but the kiss x sis
is just so much fun. i don't understand why the nbc network did not pick up this show. it's too funny.

it's a comedy. it's so much better than that "american idol" show. you know i saw those videos of
you guys playing and it reminded me of the many times i went to see them all in the 80s.of course i

was watching you guys because i was a big fan and then you guys started playing and it was obvious
they were watching and appreciating us.it was truly a joyous moment.i wish i could have been there
but i was a kid in canada, so i cant go back to see that.i was in my late teens and early twenties you
know,i was a big fan of kiss and i know what it felt like to be a fan.no doubt about it.i want to thank
you guys for all that.and i especially want to thank you ace and peter for giving us our chance to be
fans of them in the first place.i'm a small little guy so i can't say i have it in me to say what you guys

have accomplished but i feel it's something i can't help but say.you guys truly are the best of the
best.so true, so true.keep rocking, you guys are awesome.god bless you! 5ec8ef588b
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